India, 12th December 2012

Matrix Comsec certifies Enjay's Business Telephony Integration solutions
for its ETERNITY range of IP Phone Systems and VoIP Gateways
Enjay IT Solutions is a specialist in delivering Next Generation IT solutions for SMB and SME. Matrix Comsec is the leading manufacturer of
IP Servers, VoIP Gateways and IP Phones. The Integration team at Matrix has tested and certified the Enjay Synapse from Enjay as the fully
compatible and integrated Business Telephony Integration solutions for its ETERNITY range of IP Phone Systems and VoIP Gateways.
The global customer base of Matrix VoIP solutions range from leading manufacturing enterprises, corporate and hotels to various size call
centers. Business telephony integration with the IT is the need of the hour. Hence, to further strengthen the position in the SMB and SME
industry, Matrix recently tested and integrated the range of VoIP gateways with the BTI solutions from Enjay.
“This integration makes Enjay Synapse capable to integrate with PSTN, ISDN T1/E1/PRI, IP and GSM networks. It also provides
connectivity to analog, digital and IP phones. Now, Matrix users can avail unique BTI solutions offering from Enjay such as software popup, Click to dial, Call logs etc. and in turn enhance customer experience and increase employee productivity.” Said Sajeev Nair, Product
Manager – Telecom at Matrix.
“Enjay is pleased to partner with Matrix. This move will enable Enjay Synapse users to maximize the benefits of advanced IP technology
using ETERNITY IP-PBX. Matrix users can expect to achieve the best performance from ETERNITY IP systems with unique BTI solutions
form Enjay and earn manifold returns on their Enjay Synapse investment” said Limesh Parekh, CEO at Enjay.
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Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and
Security solutions for modern businesses and enterprises.
An innovative, technology driven and customer focused
organization; the company is committed to keep pace with
the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With
around 30% of its human resources dedicated to the
development of new products, Matrix has launched
cutting-edge products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways,
VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access
Control and Time-Attendance Systems, Video Surveillance
System and Fire Alarm Systems. These solutions are
feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international
standards. Having global foot-prints in Asia, Europe, North
America, South America and Africa through an extensive
network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures
that the products serve the needs of its customers faster
and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of more
than 350,000 customers representing the entire spectrum
of industries. Matrix has won many international awards for
its innovative products.

Founded in 2007, Enjay IT solutions Ltd have had a
constant endeavor to Empower Enterprise with Innovation.
The core focus of Enjay lies in providing affordable
technology solutions to SMB's and SME's. Enjay offers
innovative solutions in Business Telephony Integration,
Storage, Smart Computing using Thin Clients, Productivity
Enhancement and Security solutions for Desktops and
Linux Solutions for Desktops. Enjay has successfully
delivered technology to its pan India customers through its
strong channel network of over 100+ partners, who are
equally committed to deliver smart and affordable
technology solutions.

To find out more about Matrix's products and to learn
more about the various solutions offered by Matrix to
optimize business processes through effective
communication solutions, visit the company website,
http://www.MatrixComSec.com
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